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CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S FOREWORD

WELCOME TO THE LATEST
EDITION OF DECOM NEWS
Three months into my new role as Decom North Sea Chief Executive I’ve had the opportunity
to meet a wide variety of members and stakeholders face to face as well as introducing myself
to a larger number of you at our recent events, including the highly successful “Collaboration
in Decommissioning” event back in September.
As a member-led organisation, maintaining Decom North Sea’s relevance to its membership
is my highest priority. To that end, I have spent those first three months listening to member
feedback and translating that into plans for the development of our member services.

John Warrender

The implementation of Decom North Sea’s new governance system is an area of immediate
focus. This includes a smaller, agile Board, the consolidation of the newly-created
Decommissioning Leadership Group (DLG), and facilitation of the inaugural DLG special
interest workshops.

Chief Executive

In addition, we have launched our revised website, which will support a suite of web-based
tools, including our new Members’ Portal. This provides you with access to a range of
invaluable information and market intelligence; I would urge you to log in soon and discover
its benefits.
These activities are part of my strategy to re-address the core function of Decom North Sea;
connecting capability with opportunity. Over the course of the next few months we will
be introducing several initiatives to improve our ability to disseminate knowledge to our
members and provide better access to opportunity providers, both in the North Sea and
internationally.
I know that you will be interested to learn that this activity is underpinned by a recruitment
initiative which I have introduced to increase our capacity and capability, and within which we
are paying particular attention to the provision of increased membership support.
Finally, set against the context of all I have mentioned, I see it as crucial that we work to
clearly differentiate Decom North Sea from other industry organisations, levering our unique
attributes, while at the same time collaborating effectively and bringing our considerable
influence to bear where overlap exists. This is an exciting time for Decom North Sea, and the
overarching focus is to reinforce our position as a highly cost-effective, single topic industry
partner, competently meeting the challenge of an efficient decommissioning industry in the
North Sea.
I look forward to meeting many more of you at this month’s Offshore Decommissioning
Conference. Already on track to be another sell-out, it will be an excellent opportunity to hear
from our industry’s leaders and key stakeholders whilst engaging with 500 of your professional
peers. It’s an important event in the sector calendar; I hope those who attend enjoy and
benefit from the opportunities it provides.
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PROJECTS UPDATE
Decom North Sea is glad to announce the launch of our new
Members’ Portal and revamped website. This new platform
includes: market intelligence, case studies, event presentations
and more. Additional information on this can be found on Page 6.
We are also delighted to welcome on board our Projects Intern, Amy
Garrow, who has been involved in the preparation and launch of
the Members’ Portal and is now beginning the creation of our new
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) system. Within Amy’s
short time at Decom North Sea she has already developed her skills
and is excited to further enhance her skillset for a future career in the
oil and gas industry.
We are overwhelmed with the industry feedback received to date
in regards to our ‘Managing Offshore Decommissioning Waste
Guidelines’; without this level of engagement and feedback the
guidelines would not be as robust. The guidelines will be published
in November 2018.
The Decommissioning Leadership Group (DLG) Special Interest
Groups (SIG) are making good progress. Since our last update
in August, many of the workgroups have defined their project
deliverables and made good headway with objectives. The
executive team has thoroughly enjoyed being part of the lively DLG
discussions and are delighted that all the DLG members are keen to
work together to fulfil requirements needed for these member led
industry initiatives. Updates on each of the 7 workgroups can be
found on Page 11. Please look out for invitations for contributions
to the workgroup activities, as these projects cannot be successful
without the multi-disciplinary involvement of our members.
Decom North Sea is focused on continuous improvement and
is always open to receiving member feedback. If you have any
information to share on the Members’ Portal such as case studies,
reports or any benefits you can offer to the wider membership,
please let us know by emailing projects@decomnorthsea.com. We
are also looking to develop and enhance our Decom Directory, to
make it more user-friendly. Keep a look out for this and please submit
a profile if you have not already. We would be delighted to add to the
300+ profiles that we already have included in the Decom Directory.
Visit decomnorthsea.com for more information.
Thanks, as always, to the individuals and companies who dedicate
time and resource to support projects. Many of the projects that
we run are dependent on this freely-given support, and the help is
greatly appreciated.

OUR UNDERSTANDING
OF DECOMMISSIONING
GOES DEEP
over 50 metres in fact
Lerwick is a leading port in
decommissioning offshore
installations in the UK. Our
strategic location and deep
water capabilities mean we
can handle the biggest
heavy-lift vessels and rigs
as well as much smaller
decommissioning
operations.

www.lerwick-harbour.co.uk
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Current Projects

Managing Offshore Decommissioning Waste Guidelines
In October, a robust peer review was carried out on the
second iteration of the Waste Guidelines with 330 industry
professionals’ feedback - including operators and initial
workgroup participants - in addition to invaluable input from
regulators SEPA, EA, BEIS and the HSE.
The final version of the Waste Guidelines will be launched
in November, prior to the Offshore Decommissioning
conference, 26th-28th November 2018.

GUIDELINES:
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MANAGING OFFSHORE
DECOMMISSIONING WASTE
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Decom North Sea is delighted to welcome
Amy Garrow to the team as Projects Intern.
Amy joins us for a few months on placement
until December 2018 as part of her third-year
studies in BA (Hons) International Business
Management at Robert Gordon University.

Amy Garrow
Projects Intern, Decom North Sea

Amy is working closely with our Projects
Team and has been heavily involved in the
recent launch of our Members’ Portal and
creation of a new Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) system. Amy said: “It
has been extremely useful to have insight
and be assigned to Decom North Sea’s
projects at different stages in their lifecycle.
It has been invaluable to be involved in the
implementation, launch and maintenance of a
central information hub and I also appreciate
the opportunity to work on the CRM at the
early stages of its development.”

Amy has also supported the delivery of our
events programme and gained excellent
hands-on experience and networking
opportunities from our Bitesize Decom, new
members’ drinks reception and Collaboration
and Innovation in Decommissioning
events. She will also attend the Offshore
Decommissioning Conference in St Andrews
in November.
Amy said: “My role here at Decom North Sea
is extremely varied and I am excited to gain a
wide range of experience into all aspects of
the business. My internship is a great platform
for me to gain deeper insights into the oil
and gas industry. I have already learned so
much and developed my skills during my
placement and hope to continue to broaden
my knowledge and be a part of the oil and
gas industry in my future career.”

decomnorthsea.com 5
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Decom North Sea: New Members’ Portal
and Revamped Website Go Live
Last month, Decom North Sea launched its streamlined website
– redesigned with a fresh look and improved navigation - and
new Members’ Portal.
John Warrender, Chief Executive of Decom North Sea, said: “Our
new Members’ Portal has been specifically designed to provide
exclusive access to the latest information on all matters relating
to decommissioning to further enhance the array of membership
benefits available from Decom North Sea.
“This key tool allows our members to manage and update
their details easily to promote their company to a wide target
audience in addition to raising their profile in order to make
essential connections in the oil and gas decommissioning
sector.”
The membership platform - including market intelligence,
case studies, event presentations and a library of reports and
guidelines - has been designed as an easy-to-use repository of
key information that will prove useful to our member companies
(operators, supply chain and regulatory bodies).
The creation of this central information hub afforded the
opportunity for Decom North Sea to review its website content,
and in response to member feedback, the revamped website
now primarily focuses on services, membership benefits and
member and industry news and events*.
The new portal and simplified website are part of Decom North
Sea’s ongoing efforts to continually improve its service and
add further value to the benefits delivered to its 350+ member
companies.
Take a look at www.decomnorthsea.com. We value your views
and appreciate any feedback you may have on the new portal
and website to help us to continue to improve the service
delivered to our members.
*Member-only information previously accessed through the
website is now being stored centrally in our new Members’
Portal. Members are no longer required to log into the
Decom North Sea website.
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Organising Decommissioning Project
information through visual structures

 View project data structures that are more intuitive to navigate.

 Communicate project information using a visualisation mode.
 Indexed data enables project information to be searched and found easily.
 Secure cloud based solution enables access from any internet connection.
 Share project information and collaborate online in real-time.
Decommissioning metrics for safety, environment, technical, societal and economic are
available with the VCM Index application for the removal, disposal and clearance aspects
of platform decommissioning. Also available is a comprehensive inventory of materials
covering; material type, location, weight and other data.
VCM Index is an innovative digital transformation application that uses visual
communication of data linkages to significantly improve overall management and control of
any decommissioning project.

For more information contact:
info@laslettint.com or visit
www.laslettint.com
decomnorthsea.com 7
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COLLABORATION AND INNOVATION IN DECOMMISSIONING
Decom Challenges Addressed at Operator/Supply Chain Event
At its inaugural Collaboration and Innovation in
Decommissioning event on the 12 September
2018, Decom North Sea brought together over
110 delegates – from operator and supply chain
companies – to focus upon finding solutions to current
and future decommissioning challenges.
Working with the Oil and Gas Authority (OGA), Decom North Sea
constructed a highly interactive day comprising presentations, open
forum sessions, networking and one-to-one sessions to maximise
delegate engagement resulting in the generation of over 120
potential solutions.
Setting the scene, the Oil & Gas Technology Centre and Opportunity
North East shared challenges from previous Hackathon events,
identifying how these initiatives are currently being taken forward.
The six participating operators - BP, Fairfield Energy, Marathon, Spirit
Energy, Total and TAQA – then presented on 18 challenges, set
alongside a regulatory context provided by OPRED and SEPA.
Discussing the event, John Warrender, Chief Executive of Decom
North Sea said: “The scale of contribution to this event has both
impressed and encouraged me. It is clear that those operating within
the North Sea are aware of the challenges associated with efficient
and effective decommissioning practice, and that the supply chain is
able to offer a range of solutions.
“The volume of contributions from this event prove that the
objective of decommissioning cost reduction sits at the top of
everyone’s agenda. A shared mindset was the basis of all discussion,
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which is a positive step in ensuring that smarter execution, swift
adoption of innovative technology and a shift in attitude towards
collaboration and intelligence-sharing are at the heart of North Sea
decommissioning.”
Bill Cattanach, Head of Supply Chain at the OGA added: “Reducing
the overall financial burden of decommissioning is an important
part of delivering MER UK. As the sector grows, new ways of
working, innovation and engaging the supply chain are needed to
make the most of new decommissioning opportunities.
“Many cost-effective solutions lie within the service sector and
strong communication between operators and the supply chain
is vital to support this capability. Events like this provide both the
vehicle and environment for interactive discussion and are effective
in drawing out new ideas and approaches. They provide the supply
chain with better visibility of the challenges and opportunities,
as well as bringing operators together to share experiences and
learnings.”
Summing up the operators’ perspective, Donald Martin,
Decommissioning Projects Manager at Spirit Energy said: “As
operators, we simply don’t have the capacity to speak to every
company from the supply chain on an individual basis. This event
is an excellent way for us to raise our challenges and consider
solutions put forward by an impressive cross-section of the sector.”
A report, documenting the challenges addressed at the event,
outcomes and next steps is due to be published by Decom North
Sea shortly and will be made available to members and delegates.

“

A shared mindset was the basis of all
discussion, which is a positive step in
ensuring that smarter execution, swift
adoption of innovative technology and
a shift in attitude towards collaboration
and intelligence-sharing are at the heart of
North Sea decommissioning.”

decomnorthsea.com 9
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DECOMMISSIONING LEADERSHIP GROUP UPDATE
Market Intelligence
The primary objective of the workgroup is to provide members
with market intelligence, whilst supporting the Oil and Gas
Authority (OGA).
We have carried out a gap analysis of the market intelligence
data we currently hold and have identified where to
concentrate our efforts and how best to compliment the OGA
for the short-term requirements.
As its first initiative the Market Intelligence DLG Group is
supporting Project Pathfinder, which already exists on the
OGA website and works in tandem with the OGA Supply Chain
Action Plans (SCAP), where operators are requested to submit
project details, provide updates as well as challenges and
contract award information on the system as a requirement of
the SCAP process. Members are encouraged to visit the OGA
Project Pathfinder website to gain an understanding of the
information available.
We believe all parties will gain a better understanding of
the future market and business opportunities, allowing the
supply chain to plan accordingly. We will be contacting the
membership in the near future to better understand their
requirements in this ever-evolving market place, allowing us to
respond to the membership needs.

Mapping of Industry Bodies – Phase 1: Wells
The wells community engages with many different trade
associations, government agencies, and other bodies, whose
various roles often overlap and can be confusing.
Our project goals are to develop a matrix to help members
understand the landscape of support offered by these industry
bodies, and to help guide the future value proposition and
support which Decom North Sea offers the wells community, to
complement and fill any gaps in the landscape.
The workgroup meets regularly, and we now have a rough draft
of our matrix. The next step is to reach out to key bodies to
understand existing strengths, collaboration and engagement.

Proforma for Regulatory Submission
As of the start of October we have met, developed our
Problem Statement, Objectives and commenced the
mapping of examples of best practice regulatory submissions,
commencing with subsea tiebacks. The forecast growth in
UKCS decommissioning activity and accompanying increase of
regulatory submissions, has identified variations in submissions
which generally do not take account of the likely similarities and
synergies of geographical and environmental characteristics
together with their pragmatically documented compromises.
This has created an inconsistent quality of regulatory
submissions, some of which contain unnecessary and
expensive inputs, while others lack quantity and /or relevance.
Consequently, the submission and approval processes are
inefficient and contain avoidable incremental costs, which
also present a challenge to the regulator in approving these
submissions in a consistent, timely and repeatable manner.
The objective of this workgroup is to identify examples of best
practice and template them to develop a proforma tool that
reduces the overall cost and duration for submission, whilst
increasing the reliability of approval.

Lessons Learnt from Execution
As a relatively immature sector of the industry, the learning
curve in decommissioning is still steep. Operators, supply
chain and regulators are learning valuable positive and
negative lessons with each project. However, it has been
recognised that capturing and sharing these lessons,
for the benefit of all stakeholders, presents a challenge.
This workgroup has been analysing how best to define a
lesson, capture it, and make it easily available to the right
parties. The group plans to build on the impressive work
already done on L2P2, while sustainably increasing the
quality, volume and accessibility of lessons within.

Decom Directory+
Recognising the increased activity levels across the
decommissioning industry over the last couple of years
and the growing number of companies specialising in
related services we are creating the “Decom Directory
+”, an online directory to provide greater visibility of
companies and suppliers active in the decommissioning
industry. The online portal, which will include details
of capabilities and expertise, this will allow access to
current information and ultimately promote and facilitate
collaboration across the supply chain. This is building on
the tripartite venture with OGA and Scottish Enterprise,
which also has a Supply Chain Capacity report to go
alongside the Decom Directory which was published in
March this year.

Interface with Health & Safety Regulations
The HSE interface working group has recognised the
need for the sector to have a clear and consistent
understanding of the HSE engagement interfaces through
a decommissioning project lifecycle. It is evident that
there are formal points of communication and several
opportunities for informal consultation which will help
all parties to have more efficient and effective project
outcomes. These points of engagement have been
identified and the next steps will be to verify these with
the various regulatory parties and to understand in greater
detail the evidence needs and approaches which will
maximise the value of these engagements for all parties.

Re-use
The DLG workgroup has identified that the industry is not
practising reuse due to the absence of a value proposition
for the buyer and seller. We will investigate the risks and
opportunities both with the supply chain and operators
and propose a problem solution.
We have now held three meetings of the re-use DLG and
a strategy has been agreed to identify and capture the
issues around getting the industry to accept the principle
of reuse more widely. The proposal is to collate a risk
matrix and assess the degree of the various risks identified.
Consideration will also be given on how these can be
managed and mitigated.

decomnorthsea.com 11
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WILL 2018 BE A DEFINING YEAR FOR THE LATELIFE & DECOMMISSIONING INDUSTRY?
Looking at the detail and understanding the impact of change.
Introduction
As we enter the last quarter of 2018, it is already evident that we
could be looking at a defining year for the structural evolution of
the European late-life and decommissioning market. We have seen
considerable activity and change across operators, developments,
operations and timelines; creating opportunities, but making it
harder for suppliers and service companies to gain the necessary
visibility for effective planning. Most of this activity and change has
been positive in leading to increased expenditure for the wider
industry. In addition, and with slight irony, after detailed assessment,
these changes and volatility over the short-term are providing
greater visibility on how the late-life and decommissioning markets
will most likely evolve over the medium and longer-term.

The changing face of operators
With 816 offshore fields across Europe, over 10% have changed
operator in the last year alone. Even with 90+ different operators
across the North West European Continental Shelf (NWECS), this is
still significant change in a very short period of time. Within these
changes we have seen the full variety of changes, from acquisitions,
such as Total/Maersk Oil, new entrants such as Tailwind Energy,
leavers, mergers (e.g. Wintershall/DEA), and divestments (e.g. Shell
to Chyrsaor), all leading to a fast-changing landscape of players.
With ConocoPhillips, Marathon and Chevron, amongst those part
way through various divestment processes, further changes in field
operatorship are likely through into 2019.
A change in operator usually leads to a change in field development
strategy, ranging from the conventional exploration and production
play, through to new innovative low-cost operations with selective
drilling and development, all positive indicators for the wider oil field
service sector. After the challenges and stagnation of the period
leading up to 2016, operator changes alongside an improving macro
environment are a real boost for the late life and decommissioning
market.

© Baillex Limited 2018
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It is easy to assume that a change of operator instinctively means
further delays and the deferral of decommissioning activity. This has
some truth, and statistically we note a change of operator usually leads
to an extension of field life, currently averaging an extra three years and
is expected to lengthen once re-development plans are finalised.
In relation to extending field life, partial decommissioning is an
emerging trend that extends beyond current operators’ plans and new
operators consolidating their acquired fields, it includes some older
fields that are, instead of being completely decommissioned, some, or
all, of their assets are being used as utility, processing hubs and staging
posts to facilitate tie-back opportunities. There are now 25 fields with
‘partial decommissioning’ where ‘Fixed and Floating’ assets have
been removed (in some cases replaced, e.g. Shell/Penguin fields),
topside reconfiguration or consolidation has also been undertaken,
including de-manning and the removal of un-required processing plant
or machinery to reduce operating costs.
These partially decommissioned fields will need to be subsequently
fully decommissioned, but this is often many years hence and
increasingly linked more to a cluster of related fields. This notion of a
clustered decommissioning triggered by the removing or non-viability
of connected components is a trend we expect to see more of in the
future and has recently been exampled by the shutting down of the
Caister-Murdoch System (CMS). The CMS connected a number of shutin and producing fields, the latter having no export alternatives and
subsequently moving to decommissioning earlier than may have been
assumed when assessed on a stand-alone basis.
Returning to the point of some fields having decommissioning
activity ‘pushed to the right’ as new operators’ action new plans and
why this is a positive, many of the fields that have changed hands
are older fields from ‘major’ operators with very opaque late-life and
decommissioning plans and high degrees of uncertainty. These were
not ideal targets of business opportunity for the supply chain of
service and support companies. When fields change hands this usually
provides more clarity on re-development plans, field life expectations
and often is accompanied by a new operator more motivated to
engage early and innovatively with the supply chain on the eventual
decommissioning activities and liabilities management. At the same
time, regulators often require an update and increased clarity on
liabilities, including decommissioning. This sits alongside financiers,
insurers and accountants who require increased visibility and certainly
over decommissioning liabilities to support any financial commitment.
An evolving market that moves the start of some expected
decommissioning activity to the right also leads to a slight flattening
of the ‘bow-wave’ peak in the mid-2020s and the likelihood of a more
sustainable, less volatile sector going forward and reducing some of
the supply/demand concerns raised by such a potential peak. Anything
that therefore increases visibility is therefore a positive for the industry,
even when some activity is pushed into the future. Increased certainty
on activity in a pipeline is overall a good thing for industry planning
and ultimate sustainability.

MARKET SNAPSHOT

Detail & visibility of activity

Key Activity Statistics

Whilst it is hoped that many within the service industry supply chain find
the data and statistics noted here of interest and value, as they no doubt
do with data and information from the OGA, OGUK, Nexstep, amongst
others, we continue to receive feedback on the challenges of finding and
verifying key data on a field-by-field basis and at a reasonable cost. The
data points, statistics and information presented here is sourced from
The NWECS Late Life & Decommissioning Projects Assessment Data; a
unique product that details late-life and decommissioning activity, fieldby-field, across all 816 offshore fields within the NWECS.

There are currently 75 ‘Ongoing Decommissioning’ projects across
Europe, 57 are in the UK, 8 in Norway, 7 in The Netherlands and 3
in Denmark. Of the current 240 fields with the status of ‘Planned
Decommissioning’, and should be on every service company’s
target list, a considerable number are already in various stages of
tender and activity preparation.

Governmental and non-Governmental organisations do publish a
range of very useful statistics and trends but are bound by Operator
confidentiality to prevent them publishing the details of upcoming
activity until it reaches a formalised position. Baillex undertakes
fundamental research on individual fields, its inter-connected relations
and assesses all fields using a formalised process that provides a robust
and consistent dataset; thereby providing the field-by-field detail that
others cannot provide. Some operators have shown their willingness
to publish more data and information earlier but in context of the large
number of fields, this number of visible opportunities is still very small.

The ‘Planned Decommissioning’ activity over the longer period
with 240 fields is spread across four countries and includes the
UK, Norway, The Netherlands and Ireland. Within the ‘Planned
Decommissioning’ activity, there are over 40 different operators,
although 10 operators account for 65% of the fields with
‘Planned Decommissioning’. Across these fields the full range of
infrastructure type (fixed, floating, subsea), and combination fields
are ‘Planned Decommissioning’.
In terms of areas, the Southern North Sea (SNS) covering the UK and
Dutch sectors accounts for 63% of ‘Planned Decommissioning’ (152
fields), although here the UK sector is weighted towards the period
2019-2022 and the Dutch sector 2022-2025.

The NWECS Late Life & Decommissioning Projects Assessment
Data, exclusively from Baillex, provides the key data points for all the
816 offshore fields and presents the opportunity to actively target
key operators and projects as well as plan campaigns across multiple
opportunities.

© Baillex Limited 2018

A full list of every NWECS offshore field with extensive detail,
including its status and start of offshore activity, is exclusively
available from Baillex Ltd.
Baillex.com
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BP MILLER - A COLLABORATIVE APPROACH
TO DECOMMISSIONING
In July, the 12,000-tonne jacket of the BP Miller platform was lifted from the seabed, marking the successful
completion of one of the North Sea’s major decommissioning projects, just 24 months after contract award.
Located 270km north east of Aberdeen in the Central North Sea, the
Miller platform produced 345 million barrels of oil during its 15-year
operating life, before ceasing production in 2007.
Decommissioning preparations began in 2016, under contracts
awarded by BP to Petrofac and Saipem. BP appointed Petrofac as
Duty Holder of the installation in support of the late life management
and decommissioning, whilst Saipem was awarded the Engineering,
Preparation, Removal and Disposal (EPRD) contract.

Miller lifts off
Saipem’s established presence in the North Sea using the SSCV
S7000 crane vessel formed a strong base for resolving the technical
challenges posed by such a removal.
The vessel is one of only three in the world that can carry out such a
lift and its team is experienced in its use for decommissioning scopes.
Three trips and 12 lifts were required to remove Miller’s topsides
modules, and one trip for the jacket.

Improving efficiency before decommissioning
Petrofac is well-versed in the management of operations on an asset
and, as Duty Holder, was successful in reducing operational spend,
whilst Saipem focused on preparatory and removal works.
Petrofac was also responsible for compiling the project’s Safety
Case and is now aiming to share the lessons learnt across the
industry. In addition, it also managed the day-to-day activities and
asset operations, as well as the control of work aspects during
decommissioning.
Petrofac Operations Manager, Stephen Diplock, explains: “We were
able to identify ‘fit-for-purpose’ control of work and management
systems and integrate planning for core asset activities. Our role
was to optimise maintenance and support modifications, while BP
prepared for decommissioning.”
Decommissioning isn’t business as usual
Says Stephen: “Throughout the project, we planned for milestones
that brought about different safety challenges - from having one of
the world’s largest crane vessels alongside the platform, to managing
the unusually high level of deconstruction work.
“This isn’t business as usual. We worked to move the team away from
an operations mind-set, towards a project-based approach. This was
achieved through the formation of our integrated, multi-skilled team,
which was both transparent and innovative.”

Saipem Project Manager, Luca De Lorenzi Cavallari, said: “The
Wellbay Module with the vertical flare was the first large module of
the campaign that gave the team the biggest concern, due to the
necessity of carrying it for two and a half days on the S7000’s cranes.
“We did a lot of analysis to understand the motion and movement of
the module and the vessel to make sure that the flare itself wouldn’t
strike the cranes. We concluded that the risk of trying to remove it
outweighed leaving it on the module.”
This decision meant eliminating the use of a cargo barge spread,
which prevented significant manual interventions and enhanced
operability. The two heaviest modules were then carried to shore on
the vessel cranes; a carry duration never done before for topsides.
Minimising environmental impact
The Miller team integrated its waste management approach to
significantly reduce the project’s environmental impact. Active
pumping was undertaken to remove residual hydrocarbons and
minimise spillage, which was developed in consultation with the
Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS). Early
and open engagement with authorities proved key in ensuring the
team’s understanding of obligations, as well as obtaining licencing in
time, where required.
With the project now complete, the Saipem team is aiming to achieve
a 97% recycling rate from the Miller sections.

The Miller project has proved
to be an exemplar for the
decommissioning industry through
the team’s innovative, collaborative
and safety-focused approach.

The S7000’s crane offloads the M2 module
14
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Overcoming safety challenges
From a safety perspective, the project’s safety record was exemplary,
with no significant accidents or incidents throughout.
Stephen adds: “Much of the challenge of the Miller project was to
operate safely within the legal framework that we’re governed within,
but also to ensure we were as efficient as possible.”
Key decisions were made to define the engineering methods used
in order to eliminate major safety risks. For example, a ‘Just-in-Time’
approach towards electrical isolations was implemented after the
team decided that this was the safest and most efficient approach
to power down. Instead of attempting to install temporary systems
or isolating the system, the team waited until the arrival of the SSCV
S7000 to cut the electrical transit systems between modules.
Sharing lessons learnt
Luca comments: “The Miller project has proved to be an exemplar
for the decommissioning industry through the team’s innovative,
collaborative and safety-focused approach.
“The team is already taking steps to inform the industry of the
significant experience gained from the project and Saipem is also
planning to publish scientific papers sharing the knowledge obtained
from the Topsides’ extended lift.”
Stephen concludes: “Our successful approach has set the benchmark
for future decommissioning projects, both in the North Sea and
internationally. It has been such an exciting project to be involved
in, and now the Petrofac team is taking forward everything we have
learnt by engaging with other clients to help shape future strategies.”

bp.com/northsea
petrofac.com
saipem.com

All images courtesy of BP
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EXCEED COUNTERS THE
“COLD STACKED PROBLEM”
Buoyant oil prices have certainly renewed optimism
among North Sea drillers and producers and in many
cases decommissioning schedules have moved to the
right as the economic outlook has improved. As the
market shifts from one where labour and equipment
were abundant yet underutilised, to one of scarcity,
many operators have raised concerns about skills
shortages and have highlighted hazards associated
with personnel and equipment returning to service
after protracted periods of underutilisation: The socalled “cold stacked problem.”
This is not something well management company EXCEED need
worry about, having bucked the trend by continuing to grow
throughout the down turn, and having picked up multiple contract
wins for drilling, abandonment and decommissioning projects.
EXCEED has emerged from the downturn as the leading independent
well management company in several categories, but has definitely
risen to the top of the pack in the decommissioning sector. EXCEED
has a staff of approximately 130 individuals, 36 of whom have been
actively engaged in decommissioning projects in the past 3 years as
well as building on careers going back decades. In answer to the “cold
stacked problem”, EXCEED has what the industry would respect as a
“field-proven hot team”.
It is true that in every aspect of upstream activity experience plays
a vital role in ensuring success, and perhaps nowhere is this more
important than in decommissioning. It is often said that there
are more “unknown unknowns” when decommissioning an asset
than there are in the commissioning phase, including exploration.
These can include issues with asset integrity and corrosion, HSE
considerations such as NORM, incompatibility issues, missing or
incomplete documentation, and more. When you don’t know what
you might find it pays to have an experienced team who have been
consistently active in the sector.
However experienced, no team has all the answers and there will
always be opportunities to learn, however it can considerably
reduce the cost to your operation if those lessons have already been
hard won over decades and do not need to be relearned on your
operation. In addition to the full well management offering, EXCEED
also provides a market beating performance management service
which can accelerate the learning curve to further magnify the power
that experience brings to an operation.
Recently in the UK, EXCEED was tasked with supporting a 13-well
abandonment campaign which would be at the vanguard of their
client’s regional decommissioning effort. Through the application
of their performance improvement process, EXCEED helped client
leadership to build a project team which delivered world-class
performance. All wells were compliantly abandoned with no LTIs,
no environmental incidents, and 125 days below the authorisation
for expenditure (AFE) time. In addition, the team saved £25 Million
against the original project budget through their strong leadership,
teamwork, and commitment to the performance process.
How is this done? EXCEED Decommissioning Manager John Simpson
will tell you it is through planning. Much has been written about
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EXCEED helped client leadership
to build a project team which
delivered world-class performance.
All wells were compliantly
abandoned with no LTIs, no
environmental incidents, and 125
days below the AFE time.

how to predict and quantify the cost of decommissioning a well in
monetary terms. The process is similar to that of creating an AFE for
a new well, but there is considerably more focus on risk qualification,
risk mitigation, and contingency planning. Quantifying and assessing
these risks and planning accordingly, requires competencies that are
becoming increasingly hard to come by. EXCEED’s ongoing activity
and live decommissioning experience throughout their organisation
is what best prepares them to tackle the challenges and risks of the
unknown.
Quality and quantity of data is critical and being able to recognise
the quality of the input is equally critical. This can be enhanced by an
effective management system, along with planning and execution
processes designed with decommissioning in mind, not just drilling
management systems inverted. One of the first steps is recognising
long lead items and tooling requirements.
Some wells have not been re-entered since the 1980s and
compatibility issues must be identified early by competent personnel.
In some cases, the wellhead connector, tree running tools, tubing
hanger running and pulling tools for these old wells simply don’t exist
anymore. Subsea Manager Ross Mack brings 30 years of experience to

FEATURE ARTICLE

Two example decommissioning campaigns
supported by EXCEED since 2017
Client A
4 wells Southern North Sea

Client B
13 wells UKCS North Sea

HSE
Zero LTI

HSE
Zero LTI

ENVIRONMENT
Zero spills

ENVIRONMENT
Zero spills

COST SAVINGS
£10 Million

COST SAVINGS
£25 Million

TIME SAVINGS
2 weeks ahead
of schedule

TIME SAVINGS
4 months ahead
of schedule

this endeavour and long before operations begin, Ross is identifying
tooling requirements, and greatly reducing the risk that tool
incompatibility will affect operational efficiency.
Ross Mack’s era and calibre are now thin on the ground. Ross cut his
teeth offshore running much of the equipment now coming out of
service and can instantly recognise when and where interface tooling
is going to be an issue. Hands on practical experience is essential
within the team, and adds intangible value that cannot necessarily be
gleaned through training alone.
In recent years the industry has made efforts to standardise
equipment as a way of removing costs from the supply chain, and
this has provided a degree of homogeneity in the drilling sphere
. Today an engineer will largely recognise standard equipment all
across the fleet, but returning to old wells can present many new
challenges, such as bespoke trees, bespoke running and pulling tools,
and unique connections. EXCEED has developed its supply chain and
relationships with the manufacturers of replacement tools to give a
precise knowledge of lead-times, costs and what is required in order
to implement the systems-integration process in the field.

The combined strength of best-in-class experience coupled with
decommissioning orientated management systems and quality assurance
programs, result in increased operational efficiency, predictable costs, and
reduced risk. The attraction of this has kept EXCEED working and growing
even in challenging market conditions. Re-entering old wells can be like
opening Pandora’s box, but EXCEED’s winning combination is why many
operators are choosing their “hot team” to counter the “cold-stacked
problem”.
xcd.com
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SPOTLIGHT ON NEW MEMBERS

STRATEGIC BUSINESS
ADVISORS TO THE GLOBAL
DECOMMISSIONING INDUSTRY

TOUGH EQUIPMENT FOR THE
TOUGHEST JOBS

Evolved Solutions provide strategic support to accelerate the
journey to decommissioning excellence for Operators, Investors,
Supply chain Specialists, Industry Bodies and regulators.

After more than 40 years in operation, the platforms at the Viking
Field, 168 km East off the Lincolnshire coast, UK, had served their
purpose: the operator recovered almost 125 billion m³ of natural
gas over the course of the years. Halliburton was appointed to
decommission 9 satellite platforms and 3 subsea facilities and
partnered up with Atlas Copco Rental to supply a full scope of air,
power, nitrogen and service technicians.

A total solution for platform decommissioning

A truly total solution
The decommissioning of these platforms was a whole undertaking:
pipelines had to be isolated, depressurised, cleaned and removed.
No less than 7 TwinAir diesel-driven compressors fed 4 membrane
nitrogen generators. Two more 350 kVA diesel generators and
accessories complete the installation, which ran for a total of 800
hours over the course of 60 days. Six Atlas Copco Rental technicians
travelled along to keep all the equipment in perfect working order.
Typically, that involves high value adding ‘change’ interventions to
establish readiness, embed knowledge, transform business models,
find solutions and upscale delivery.
To be able to create that step change in an organisations’
understanding and delivery of Decommissioning, Service lines
were developed to include; Readiness, Strategic planning, Supply
chain evolution, Global regulation advice, Acquisition and growth
support and Project excellence. Evolved Solutions cover the total
scope of decommissioning, including Strategic management,
Facilities resolution and Well P&A, with a small team of highly
experienced strategic & technical experts.
Andy Clucas, Managing Partner “The organisation is now a year old,
and I’ve been delighted with how it has organically grown, based
on client references from scopes undertaken. I’d like to thank our
clients and equally the associate experts that have helped us to
deliver.”
Typical scopes undertaken in the first year;
• Develop strategy and operator led challenges for a supply
chain industry initiative
• Asset acquisition and divestment transformation and due
diligence
• Business development & Globalisation strategies
• Independent decommissioning project assurance
• Strategic decom & late life planning
• Effective asset lifecycle decision making
• Readiness reviews for asset Late life
• Scope, legal & stakeholder strategy
• Cash flow solutions for front end planning
• Provisioning reviews
Evolved Solutions is a result driven organisation supporting
excellence and growth. Some of those outcomes and feedback are
highlighted on the Evolved Solutions website. Please visit for more
details.
Based near Aberdeen; focused on the global business.
evolved-solutions.com
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The whole installation delivered nitrogen with a purity of 97% at 22
bar, the ideal recipe to clean a gas pipeline, also safely displace the
wellborn fluids and to perform diagnostic tests. The compressed
air was used to drive “pig trains”, large plugs that are launched in a
controlled way through the pipeline to clean or flush it.
Atlas Copco Rental will be supporting Halliburton with other
operations such as abandoning redundant wells and preparing
pieces of the platform for heavy lifting.
atlascopcogroup.com

SPOTLIGHT ON NEW MEMBERS

HEEREMA MARINE CONTRACTORS
MARKET LEADER

LOAD MONITORING SYSTEMS (LMS),
PRODUCTS DEFINED BY QUALITY,
PERFORMANCE AND RELIABILITY
Load Monitoring Systems (LMS) specialise in the design and
manufacturing of Load Monitoring products and services
for sale and rental. This includes Load Cells, Load Shackles,
Winch Monitoring Systems, Data Logging and Crane
Safety Instrumentation. Based in Aberdeen, our products
are engineered and calibrated to the highest standards,
defined by quality, performance and reliability. Used and
installed worldwide across a variety of applications for the
Decommissioning, Marine, Sub-Sea, Oil & Gas, Construction,
Mining and Energy sectors.

Heerema Marine Contractors (HMC) is the market leader in
EPRD decommissioning in the North Sea. We have removed
over 250,000mT on 15 projects over the last 20 years and have
over 180,000mT in current backlog. This continuity of projects
has generated an unparalleled depth of decommissioning
expertise in project management, engineering and offshore
execution.
HMC pioneered EPRD contracts because we saw that the
contractor is best positioned to manage the risks across the scope
interfaces. We believe that the future of decommissioning will in
fact see further integration of scope and more creative contracting
models as a means to drive down operator’s abandonment costs.
In 2019, HMC will take delivery of our new flagship vessel Sleipnir;
setting a new sustainability benchmark within the offshore
industry and demonstrating Heerema’s commitment to good
stewardship of our oceans. Sleipnir brings new possibilities to
client’s projects with a maximum lifting capacity of 20,000 tonnes
and a deck area of 1200m2.
HMC has long enjoyed a strong reputation on large scopes and
now Aegir is undergoing a transformation to become an efficient
decommissioning vessel on smaller scopes. Aegir is perfectly
suited to the SNS, subsea removals and other decommissioning
support activities; she was recently preparing Huldra for removal
by Thialf next year.
Heerema Marine Contractors has rejoined Decom North Sea to
increase our visibility and accessibility to the members and to learn
from others so we can offer maximum value to our clients. We
recognise that our supply chain is also an integral part of reducing
project costs as they bring their own new and innovative solutions
to decommissioning challenges.

Photo credit to Bart Lablans (Chief Mate on Aegir)

With an extensive range of products for sale and good levels
of rental stock, our team is ready to support decommissioning
operations such as cable recovery, subsea structure removals and
deconstruction along with ancillary equipment and personal for
onshore or offshore operations. Equipment can be mobilised and
available for both short and long-term projects.
With over 20 years’ industry experience, LMS has earned a proven
track record for capability and the flexibility to mobilise tried and
tested methodologies that are transferable to decommissioning
work scopes. Currently, we support clients working with some of
the leading operators worldwide on a range of projects.
“Reputation and Reliability” is an LMS mantra, with a focus on the
provision of safe, reliable equipment to assist and support our client
projects, whilst also offering solutions that delivers real cost savings
and increased efficiencies.
LMS also has a collaborative approach and partnerships with a
number of businesses that play a key part in our ability to delivery
on a wide range of applications and work scopes. This includes
being a member of Decom North Sea where we look forward to
contributing and meeting other members and offering our support
and services should they be required.
Our dedicated team offers 24hr support, calibration and
engineering expertise and are committed to delivering a fast and
efficient service to all our customers. For more details contact Kirk
Anderson or Millar Kennedy on +44 (0) 1224 446100 or download a
brochure from www.loadsystems.co.uk.

heerema.com
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STRATEGIC PARTNER NEWS

EEEGR CONTINUES TO DRIVE
DECOM FORWARD
EEEGR’s Late Life and Decommissioning Special Interest
Group (SIG), chaired by Julian Manning and vice-chair
Stuart Wordsworth, met in London recently to discuss the
group’s progress, how to tackle industry issues and drive the
decommissioning sector forward in the coming months.
Due to its location, the East of England will play a vital role
in upcoming decommissioning projects. The shallow waters
surrounding the coastline can be challenging due to scour and
sediment formation causing low visibility, amongst other issues.
The group is now seeking to promote the region as a ‘Centre of
Excellence’ for shallow water decommissioning.
In addition, the group is working closely with partners in the
Netherlands to create a basin-wide overview of the upcoming
decommissioning agenda. Working with Nexstep and the OGA,
Late Life and Decommissioning Hackathons will be held in the
UK and Netherlands, designed to identify the challenges faced
by operators and seek opportunities where the supply chain
may be able to offer solutions.
The group will also be hosting a decommissioning event
in Q1 2019, to highlight the new environmental legislative
requirements in relation to decommissioning. The day
hopes to cover topics from technical, environmental and
legal perspectives, whilst also drawing on case studies and
presentations from local stakeholders. Please keep an eye on the
EEEGR events page for more details:

Bitesize
Decom
Events

NEXT EVENT

30 JAN
2019

The Bitesize Decom series of events has a strong focus
on the latest late-life and decommissioning updates,
upcoming plans and opportunities from operators,
contractors and key case studies.
eeegr.com/event-categories/eeegr-events

This session will offer the opportunity for attendees to
maximise their networking with key players from across
the decommissioning sector and Decom North Sea will
continue to connect capability with opportunity by
organising the popular facilitated introductions for our
member companies.
Speakers confirmed for January - Aberdeen Harbour
Board and Schlumberger. More to be announced soon.
For full details or information on presenting
opportunities at a Bitesize Decom, please visit
www.decomnorthsea.com or contact
events@decomnorthsea.com
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ABERDEEN HARBOUR HOSTS
ANOTHER SUCCESSFUL
DECOMMISSIONING CAMPAIGN

DECOM CONSORTIUM MEETING
WITH FAR EAST REGULATORS
On 20 September in Ardent’s London office, Mike Stockwell,
Stuart Martin and Steve Gilbert of Lloyds Register hosted a board
of directors’ delegation from the joint Thai and Malay Decom
authorities.
The meeting was requested by the MTJA to gain our perspective on
European Decom Regulations such that our practical experiences
and insight might influence their development plans. The aspiration
being a blended prescriptive and goal-setting framework.
It’s clear from the discussion that emerging decom markets will
be looking to the North Sea, in particular, as a reference point on
technologies, safety regimes and commercial models.

This autumn, Aberdeen Harbour has been supporting Maersk
Supply Service as it works to recover and remove subsea
infrastructure from decommissioning projects, including the
Leadon Field in the North Sea.

As a token of appreciation for the support Mike, Stuart and Steve
were presented with gifts of commemorative books on the MTJA.
ardentglobal.com

The impressive Maersk Inventor has made six port calls to Aberdeen
Harbour, and offloaded a variety of items including 48-tonne subsea
Christmas Trees, 32-tonne manifolds and ballast blocks weighing
136-tonnes.
Craig Smith, Managing Director of Scotoil, explained: “We are
pleased to have performed another incident-free demobilisation,
size reduction, cleaning and disposal operation with Aberdeen
Harbour. We look forward to building on our collective success
and strengthening our position in the decommissioning sector
together.”
Lead Project Engineer at Maersk Supply Service, Mike MacRae,
thanked Aberdeen for supporting the company’s decommissioning
projects, saying: “The support of Aberdeen Harbour has been very
much appreciated and contributed to our success.”
This project is indicative of a busy year for decommissioning activity
at Aberdeen Harbour, with almost 2,000 tonnes of decommissioning
material crossing its quayside, including concrete mattresses, spools
and manifolds.
“Our extensive, established supply chain and oil and gas
experience makes our port the natural choice for the increased
decommissioning activity,” commented John McGuigan, Operations
Manager at Aberdeen Harbour. “The opening of Aberdeen
South Harbour in 2020, however, will transform our capabilities
and we look forward to supporting more customers in the
decommissioning sector and beyond.”

aberdeen-harbour.co.uk
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DECO’S 100% CUT
CONFIRMATION
Abrasive Water Jet cutting is common in
decommissioning projects. It is the preferred
solution for sub-bottom cuts from inside a
pile. But since the exiting abrasive jet cannot
be monitored during a sub-bottom cut, the
start of a heavy lift operation is a nail-biting
experience. A single anchoring pile not 100%
cut results in very large forces on the heavy
lift vessel’s crane. The crane must overcome
the tensile strength of the uncut tab in the
pile (“the bridge”), and the dynamic loadings
due to the vessel’s motion.

DRONES BRING MAJOR PROJECT
VISUALISATION BENEFITS TO
DECOMMISSIONING

By now, most operators have used drones in some form to support their asset
inspection and integrity needs. Drones are safer, faster, cheaper than traditional
inspection methods, offering simplified access to complex structures and more
efficient inspection of live, high and difficult to reach areas.
DECO’s new cutting heads combine extreme
cutting power with outstanding wear
resistance. On Repsol-Saipem’s VARG A
decommissioning project several cuts lasted
longer than 12 hours at depths up to -97 m LAT.
Not a single head has failed, and some of those
heads used in later testing reached 40+ and
60+ cutting hours without failure.
High performance cutting heads, monitoring
and logging of all operating parameters have
allowed DECO to not leave behind a single
botched cut. Still our clients kept asking us for a
system proving the cut is complete.
The patented measurement system retrieves
information from the cut. The operator
monitors the cutting process and easily
identifies piercing, bridges and instability. He
can go back to a bridge and confirm removal.
Used without abrasive sand, the operator
can probe the cut for bridges and their exact
location.
A graph of the cut measurements against
time or distance is extremely easy to interpret.
Detailed analysis of the data reveals cut width
and head offset, offering interesting prospects
for future performance development.
We will further investigate its behaviour during
multi-layer cuts and large offset situations.
deco-subsea.be
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These unmanned aircraft are capturing an unprecedented amount of visual data,
from close ups of defects to an overview of an entire platform. However, standard
corporate IT systems are often not equipped to handle this volume of data, meaning
the opportunities to drive further insight and efficiencies from drone-captured data are
stifled.
Cyberhawk has developed a cloud-based visual asset management solution, designed
specifically for monitoring construction and decommissioning projects. iHawk allows
users to add various types of data to one central repository in the cloud, including
imagery, orthophotos, 360-degree aerial sphericals, 3D point clouds/mesh models, timelapse imagery and video. Detailed asset integrity and defect data can also be viewed
within the context of the full asset.
Initially, this data can be used to build an up-to-date view of the asset rather than
attempting to work from obsolete data and decades old as-built drawings. Thereafter,
this software allows better tracking of projects and monitoring of progress, a 100% visual
record of the asset, improved communication between project teams and contractors
and a reduction in the number of site visits required.
The asset models produced can be used throughout the decommissioning lifecycle,
from supply chain tendering to engineering analysis to comparing data and progress
at various points in time. The integrity data hosted in iHawk also informs important
decisions, for instance deciding the best lift points underdeck to perform a single lift
decommissioning campaign.
The opportunities to use drones to support more efficient decommissioning are huge
and already we are seeing a dramatic increase in the use of this aerial technology.
thecyberhawk.com

MEMBER NEWS

OFFSHORE DECOMMISSIONING:
A FALSE DAWN OR A NEW DAY?

By Eurig Jones, systems engineer, Baker Hughes, a GE company (BHGE)

I read an article recently that said decommissioning in the North Sea is
nascent, that is: “just coming into existence and beginning to display
signs of future potential”. While this may be the case, I’ve also heard
contradictory talk of ‘false dawns’ at a number of decommissioning
and plug and abandonment (P&A) focused events attended over the
past 2 years. I am looking forward however to this year’s Offshore
Decommissioning Conference in St Andrews with cautious optimism that
things are moving forward.
Despite an uncertain forecast, BHGE has not
been idle during this period. After all, if we are
to achieve the Oil & Gas Authority’s ambitious
volume and cost-out targets as identified in
the Oil & Gas UK Decommissioning Insight 2017
report then we need a focused approach and
strong competition to drive new technology
and business solutions into this arena.
As the oil price picks up, oil companies will
likely turn their attention to more lucrative
pursuits. Governments will naturally want to
maximise oil and gas recovery. So, is it up to
the supply chain to ensure that we push the
envelope on meeting the P&A forecast of some
2,477 North Sea well abandonments through
to 2025? Making conservative estimates for well
durations and assuming there’s availability of
mobile offshore drilling units as drilling activity
picks up, it’s easy to see that this is a tall order.
But if operators can relinquish control, they will
find the supply chain more than ready to take
on the challenge.

products and services
through our Oilfield
Equipment and Oilfield
Services businesses. We’ve
developed significantly
on these business
streams to offer customers a solution that
not only meets their needs across the late
life and decommissioning phase, but also
has the potential to help subsidise future
decommissioning liability costs, something
we believe to be unique to the industry.
The backbone of our Decommissioning
solution is a robust, gated execution process,
woven through a management system that
delivers the assurance of long-term barrier
integrity, obtains cost surety and ensures safe
delivery. Our gate process is project-focused
in the initial appraisal and design phases,
shifting to well-focused as we move through
detailed design, execution and closeout. Peer
assists, risk assessment and cost reviews are
prominent throughout.

We see early engagement as being important
but not essential in delivering the optimal
outcome. Along with that there needs to
be the willingness from operators to adopt
alternative and innovative commercial and
contractual approaches. Our
solutions involve collaboration
across the breadth of the
Engineering
Logistics
Customer
supply chain, with over 60
master service agreements
(MSAs) in place with key
MODU, LWIV & Platform
suppliers. They cover every
aspect from sea, air and
land logistics, to wellbore
intervention and seabed
Well Services Support Services
restoration. Some partners
might traditionally have been
Industry
seen as competitors, but this
Bodies
new way of working recognises
Presentation Title
November 7, 2018
1
Confidential. Not to be copied, distributed, or reproduced without prior approval.
that the effectiveness of the
overall solution is paramount.
Some of you reading this article will have
received a visit from BHGE on one or
more occasion over the past two years.
Our decommissioning offer has matured
considerably over this period. Today we can

step in this risk transfer model. BHGE is also
investigating other opportunities to further
drive down costs and reduce licensee
liabilities.
That said, BHGE is first and foremost a
technology-led company. Decommissioning
presents many technology-led opportunities
to help reduce cost. We are pursuing those
through solutions developed internally
and through external partnerships. BHGE
was proud to be selected through the Oil &
Gas Technology Centre’s (OGTC) inaugural
“Call for ideas – Transforming Well P&A”, for
development funding towards a through
tubing inspection system of cement outside
production casing. We’ve made good
progress and we continue to innovate and
evolve on the “old” ways of delivering, safe,
reliable and cost-effective outcomes, as seen
with the recent launch of our novel section
milling without swarf to surface solution.
At BHGE, we think there’s much to be
positive about as we enter this nascent sector
with our turnkey solutions, excited by the
challenges it presents and eager to show that
we are in pursuit and ready to capitalise on
every opportunity.
bhge.com

Coupled with this, we provide a range of
commercial models from transactional time
and material to turnkey contract terms,
providing greater cost surety for the operator,
with increased transfer of risk to us as the
contractor. Assigning ‘well operator’ status for
The foundation of our offer is a strong OEM
global presence in well control and subsurface P&A programmes then becomes a tangible
offer anything from ad-hoc services, integrated
project management solutions and turnkey
P&A, to partnerships for complete field
decommissioning.
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EIP LAUNCHED FOLLOWING SUCCESSFUL
TECHNOLOGY TRIALS

LERWICK PORT AUTHORITY
APPOINTS NEW CHIEF EXECUTIVE

Following the sale of Ecosse Subsea to Oceaneering in March, subsea
entrepreneur Mike Wilson has launched EIP (Ecosse IP Ltd) with start-up
investment of £2 million.
The company’s first technology to market, Ambient Lifter, offers a
controllable subsea lifting solution, without using heavy lift vessels. It aims
to reduce subsea decommissioning costs by 35 – 40%.

Captain Calum Grains is to succeed Ms Sandra Laurenson as
Chief Executive of Lerwick Port Authority when she retires
in November after more than 40 years’ service.
The management changes at the Shetland port are
announced by the Authority following its August board
meeting.
Ms Laurenson joined the then Harbour Trust in 1975 and held
various roles before becoming Deputy General Manager in
1998, renamed Deputy Chief Executive in 1999 when the
post was created, and Chief Executive in 2007 - believed
the then only female chief executive of a UK port. She is a
past chairman of the Scottish Ports Committee of the British
Ports Association and is nominated by the Port Authority to a
number of external directorships.
Harbour Trials were completed during the last week in September in
which Ambient Lifter successfully lifted 5Te in controlled lifts in a range of
different configurations.
The trials demonstrated the use of Ambient in realistic operating
conditions and showed its capabilities to offer an adaptable and scalable
lifting solution in varying weather and tide states. Ambient trials were
witnessed by OGTC, who provided support for the trial process and see
Ambient as an important technology for cost-effective subsea lifting.
Ambient ROV (trialling Q418) will increase ROV lifting capacity to 10Te. EIP’s
Ambient ROV solution - lifting subsea debris into central baskets, which are
then removed by anchor handler vessels - has been selected for the next
stage of the Decom Debris Clearance initiative run by Opportunity North
East. Trials are under consideration by major operators operating in both
Northern and Southern North Sea.
Ambient can additionally be scaled for subsea heavy lifts to decommission
subsea trees, manifolds, templates as well as pipelines, umbilicals and
flowlines.
EIP will be led by Managing Director, Dorothy Burke, whose decom
experience will facilitate engagement with North Sea operators to deliver
cost-saving end-to-end decommissioning solutions.
ecosse-ip.com

“I am delighted that Calum is succeeding me as Chief
Executive, with all the benefits of continuity to such an
interesting job. He will very much enjoy, as I have, the support
of a great team at the port, as well as that of all the customers
who keep the ‘top port’ going,” she said.

OUR UNDERSTANDING
OF DECOMMISSIONING
A Harbour Pilot at Lerwick from 1997-2000 before leaving
GOES
DEEP
to
take his Master’s
ticket, Captain Grains returned to the
Authority
as Deputy
Harbourmaster
over 50
metres
in fact in 2003. Promoted
Harbourmaster in 2007, he also became Deputy Chief
Lerwick is
leading
in member of UK Harbour
Executive
ina2014.
He isport
a council
decommissioning
Masters’
Association offshore
and a board-nominated director to
installations
in the UK. Our
various
companies.

strategic location and deep
water capabilities mean we
Both he and Ms Laurenson are Executive Board Members.
can handle the biggest
Further
management appointments will be made later.
heavy-lift vessels and rigs
as well as much smaller
Board
Chairman, Ronnie Gair, said: “Sandra has made
decommissioning
aoperations.
remarkable contribution to the port’s operation and

development, and so to the Shetland economy, over more
than four decades. Her input in recent years includes leading
the latest major expansion of facilities, which underpin future
activities across key sectors, and overseeing development of
the port’s role in offshore industry decommissioning and the
cruise sector.”
“Calum already has a proven track-record with the Authority
and the experience to continue the port’s evolution in
the marketplace and infrastructure, including the current
construction of a replacement white fish market and projects
in planning.”
www.lerwick-harbour.co.uk
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EXCEED DEVELOPMENTS
REFLECT BULLISH GROWTH
STRATEGY
Aberdeen-headquartered EXCEED Energy, a well
management and performance improvement
specialist, has underlined its continued global
expansion with a number of significant contract
wins, prompting a key appointment and a move into
new premises on Rubislaw Terrace, Aberdeen.
Recent contract wins totalling over £18 million will
see EXCEED deliver full well management services
offshore The Gambia for a southern hemisphere-based
exploration company and a drilling campaign offshore
Ghana for a Norwegian operator.
Head of Well Management, Al Brockie comments:
“Both awards further illustrate the success of EXCEED’s
drive to strengthen and diversify our international
profile.
“Our increased experience and supply chain capability
in regions such as West Africa, together with our
proven track record and continued investment in our
organisation, reflect why our clients continue to trust
us with their well management requirements.”
In line with the recent growth, EXCEED has appointed
business development manager, Iain Scott, who joins
the leadership team from Schlumberger where he
was latterly a global account manager. Iain will play
a pivotal role in the next development stage of the
building on the international success.

HOS SUPPORTS NORWEGIAN & UK
P&A CAMPAIGNS
HOS has celebrated a successful Plugging & Abandonment (P&A)
campaign conducted by Petro Well Services at the Jotun B wellhead
platform, 200km West of Stavanger, between the Balder and Heimdal
fields, 126m water depth.
Jotun B production permanently ceased in December 2016 following decline
in output. Production vessel, Jotun A FPSO, currently supplements ongoing
production at neighbouring Balder and Ringhorne via gas pipeline. The Jotun
field is wholly-owned and operated by Point Resources.
HOS contributed its Cameron TL 18 ¾” 5000PSI BOP. The system is equipped
for operation on a range of well control applications including intervention
and workover, though its low-pressure specification qualifies it as a costeffective option for P&A. Wells during abandonment characteristically have
low hydrostatic pressure meaning there can be intake (rather than expulsion)
of crude oil or gas – thus reducing the requirement to have a high-pressure
BOP to safely operate, which in contrast would be critical in drilling.
The TL system comprises a lightweight, compact stack with versatile throughbore size well-suited to the majority of casing hangers requiring extraction
during P&A. The system was implemented as a complete stack, but individual
components can be used to reduce surplus costs associated with rig
reactivation during decommissioning.
Jotun B P&A BOP support was completed July 2018; Jotun B will be removed
by 2020. A flexible approach allowed HOS to satisfy the complex challenge of
NCS decommissioning. In September, the BOP remobilised to a basin part of
the wider UKCS Brent field for a new decommissioning assignment supporting
a major service company execute P&A operations for a multinational operator.
helixoil.com

EXCEED will also move into new additional office space
this month, to accommodate up to 60 Aberdeenbased staff who provide
global support for over
140 project personnel.
The new state-of-the-art
headquarters boasts video
conference-ready meeting
rooms, dedicated meeting
space for client project
teams plus communal
recreational areas.
Fiona van der Vossen,
Legal Counsel at EXCEED
Energy said: “As a business we are extremely proud
of the expertise and competence our team brings to
a project; whether that is through our complete well
management or performance improvement services.
Our new office space will provide an optimum working
environment for our growing team, who are central to
our continued success.”
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COMING IN 2019...
Helix WellOps latest intervention unit, the Q7000 is coming soon. The Q7000 is a DP
Class 3 semisubmersible Well Intervention Unit designed for use in the UKCS in
water depths ranging from 80m to 3000m, utilizing the Helix designed Intervention
Riser System (IRS) for well access.

JEE PARTNERS
WITH LAYTRIX
Jee Ltd the established subsea consultancy
has partnered with start-up company Laytrix
Ltd to assist in development and promotion of
Laytrix’s patent pending modular pipelay and
decommissioning system.

The two companies have been liaising over the
last 12 months as Laytrix has developed an initial
concept originally focused on pipelay for marginal
field development into a system also capable of
recovering pipelines / bundles from the seabed
as part of a decommissioning programme for
recycling or subsequent re-use.
With its open deck plan and easy access to the working moonpool, the Q7000 is
capable of a wide range of efficient production enhancement operations using coiled
tubing and wireline, as well as well clean up and field development support. However
it is equally optimised for well decommissioning including suspension, tubing removal,
tree recovery and full P&A in conjunction with the Helix and One Subsea developed
Riserless Openwater Abandonment Module (ROAM).
The Q7000 has been designed with efficiency and operability at its core and is able
to perform service changes from coiled tubing to wireline or vice versa faster than
many existing assets. In operations, the unit has a variable deck load capacity of circa
3,000Te in addition to well intervention and service fluids. The Q7000 is arranged with
a sophisticated (active and passive heave compensation) 600Te well intervention tower
on the upper deck, and has a large flush deck with skidding system for well intervention
support equipment and tubulars storage. The 600Te tower is linked to an Innovative
Integrated Tension Frame which is designed to maximise safety and optimise efficiency.
The Q7000 is due to enter service in 2019.

Designed for use on vessels of opportunity with
a rapid mobilisation / demobilisation approach
the first iteration of the system has a line tension
capacity of approximately 100 tonnes and would
be targeted at fields with water depths of up to 200
metres.
The system can be configured in a wide range
of modes and tower angles allowing flexible and
rigid pipe lay and recover as well as handling and
deployment of subsea equipment.
The innovations have peaked the interest of
industry body One North East via their bundle
decommissioning competition with Laytrix and Jee
shortlisted for the next phase.
jee.co.uk

helixesg.com
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JOHN LAWRIE GROUP
MEETING METAL RECYCLING
DEMAND O SHETLAND
John Lawrie Group is looking to make further
investments in its operations in Shetland nine
months after it began operating its Rova Head
facility.

MAKING THE MOST OF GREEN TAX
INCENTIVES
There has never been a better time for innovators in the UK to develop
environmentally friendly products or processes according to a leading
R&D tax relief specialist.
According to Jumpstart, HMRC’s “green channel patent application” scheme
is designed to give quicker access to granted patents and, in turn, tax relief
through the Patent Box scheme. This gives entrepreneurs the incentive they
need to come up with innovations that could have a positive environmental
impact, such as reducing energy consumption or reducing harmful emissions.
Jumpstart points to the Intellectual Property Office’s (IPO) desire to accelerate
eco-friendly patent applications so they start being examined within a few
weeks, as opposed to the usual 6-7 months.
The only requirement on the IPO’s part is a covering letter filed with the
application explaining why the invention benefits the environment.

The Aberdeen-headquartered metal recycling,
decommissioning and steel tubulars business took
over the running of the Lerwick centre last December,
before making a significant investment in new
equipment and the site’s infrastructure at the start of
2018.
Since reopening in February the metal recycling facility
has exceeded John Lawrie Group’s expectations.
Along with servicing the needs of local businesses the
site caters for the local community. In partnership with
Shetland Amenity Trust the facility is processing all
end-of-life vehicles on the Isles.
Demand has already resulted in four boat loads of
processed metal being shipped from Lerwick to steel
mills in Europe for smelting and reprocessing into new
steel products.
Dave Weston, John Lawrie Group operations director,
said: “The throughput that the Rova Head facility
has experienced since reopening in February has
surpassed our expectations. It underlines the demand
on the Shetland Isles for an efficient and reliable metal
processing facility.
“As a result of this demand, and the Scottish
Government announcement about Lerwick’s strategic
position for decommissioning work, we are looking to
double our initial licenced capacity at the site to meet
future needs.”
Situated close to Lerwick Port, the John Lawrie Group
facility has built close links with Lerwick Port Authority
and is well positioned to accommodate the metal
recycling and decommissioning requirements of the
oil and gas industry in the Northern Isles.
johnlawrie.com

“As with many of these measures the term ‘benefits the environment’ has no
firm definition placed on it by the IPO and is open to interpretation,” explains
Dr. Zeev Fisher of Pekama, an online IP best practice community and one of
Jumpstart’s IP service partners.
“A wide variety of ‘benefits’ can be reasonably cited, such as preserving air
or water quality, habitat protection or safeguarding human health through
reducing harmful chemical or waste emissions.”
He continued: “It is also worth bearing in mind that benefiting the
environment may not be the main purpose of the invention being patented;
in many instances the environmental benefit will be an indirect secondary
benefit.
“For example, a process for quarantining and treating material contaminated
with naturally occurring radioactive material would be considered to have an
environmental benefit.”
“Similarly, the development of new milling tools for post production sealing
of wells, eliminating environmental issues through containment of milled
particles could also be eligible.”
Sandy Findlay, Partner Manager at Jumpstart, continued: “Patent Box is
another government scheme that we have been championing for some
time. It provides companies with the opportunity to save corporation tax on
relevant profits where they own a qualifying patent right.
“The aim of the scheme is to promote innovation across UK businesses
and encourage them to commercialise their patents. Thanks to the speedy
granting of the patent itself, applicants can pursue the development of the
underlying technology or the commercial exploitation.”
He concluded: “The faster the grant the sooner a company can elect in to
Patent Box and consequently start benefiting from the generous reduction
in corporation tax rates on all profits directly stemming from the commercial
exploitation of the patent (currently a preferential rate of 10% corporation tax
against the prevailing rate of 19%).
“A quick patent grant also opens the door to accelerated examination in
other jurisdictions based on bilateral conventions. The UK is only one of six
European countries supporting IP registration and exploitation through
preferential tax regimes.”
Jumpstartuk.co.uk
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SHOWCASE DAY AT KISHORN PORT
Kishorn Port Ltd (KPL) in partnership with the Oil & Gas Authority (OGA) and Highland and Island Enterprise (HIE) hosted a Showcase Day at
Kishorn recently. Despite the unpredictable Highland weather the event was well attended by stakeholders from the oil and gas industry.
Over 90 senior representatives from the oil and gas supply chain,
the regulators and the local community were given an insight
into the redevelopment of the Kishorn Yard and drydock by the
Directors of KPL, Simon Russell and Alasdair Ferguson, with Bill
Cattanach OBE, Head of Supply Chain at the OGA, chairing the
proceedings.
Attendees were interested in the capability of the Kishorn
facility to support a wide range of potential projects including
decommissioning, the extension of life of North Sea assets, the
manufacture of concrete renewable energy components and the
mobilisation of floating oil and gas structures.
Simon Russell started by giving an insight into the history of the
Kishorn Yard and dry dock, highlighting its relevance to the future
of the facilities.
Presentations were given by Gavin Mackay of HIE on the strategic
importance of Kishorn in the Scottish decommissioning sector
and Sean Parsons from Liberty Steel on the potential for recycling
and the circular economy. Liberty Steel which operates the nearby
aluminium smelter in Fort William talked about their plans to
produce new steel from recycled material.
The regulators gave their observations on the regulatory
framework that supports the industry and Helen Murchison, the
Chair of the local community council gave her lively personal
recollections of the Kishorn Yard from its heyday in the 1970s and
‘80s. The Rt.Hon. Ian Blackford rounded off the session with his
political overview of the industry and the relevance of Kishorn to
the local and national economy.
The day provided an opportunity for attendees to tour the site
and see first-hand the results of the latest round of refurbishment
and upgrading works to the Dry Dock, which is now available for
hire. The 160m diameter facility with up to 13.8 metres of draft and
its deep access channel is one of the largest dry docks in Western
Europe and is ideally suited for use in the decommissioning,
reactivation of rigs, renewables and fabrication sectors.
The dry dock was originally created in the mid-1970s for the
casting of super-sized concrete structures for the North Sea
oil and gas fields and the 610,000t Ninian Central platform was
manufactured here. It is still the largest concrete structure sitting
on the UKCS and over 3,000 personnel were accommodated on
site at Kishorn in support of its construction.
The recent upgrade includes the installation of a concrete access
ramp down onto the dry dock floor, and a pumping system that
allows the speedy dewatering of the dock. Adjacent lay down
areas have been levelled and strengthened and there is access to
adjacent quay space for the transfer of materials and structures.
An on-site quarry and ready mixed concrete facilities make the
site ideal for the manufacture of large concrete structures – from
floating concrete caissons to concrete spars and gravity bases for
the offshore wind industry. Equally, the containment environment
created by the dry dock makes it the obvious choice for the safe
decommissioning of floating oil and gas structures.

Audrey MacIver, Director of Energy & Low Carbon from HIE, said:
“It’s great to be here today with our partners as well as the oil and
gas representatives. The dock has huge potential, particularly in the
decommissioning of floating structures and platforms which can be
removed in a single lift, renewables and aquaculture. It would be great to
see it coming to life again, providing valuable rural jobs, contributing to
both economic and community growth and the wider competitiveness
of the region. We believe it is now only a matter of time before the facility
witnesses a long line of decommissioning and construction projects.”
Bill Cattanach OBE added: “To deliver MER UK, the OGA is supporting
the industry to reduce the overall financial burden of decommissioning
UKCS infrastructure as it comes to the end of its productive life. It’s
important there are a range of ‘fit-for-purpose’ facilities ready to accept
projects which will create competition in the market place. KPL has been
foresighted and invested money to bring the old dock back to its former
glory making it a real option for oil companies to include in tender lists.”
The site has full planning for offices, modular accommodation, engineering
and fabrication sheds etc and the relevant marine licences with Crown
Estate leases and permissions all in place for deep water berthing and
anchoring of floating structures in Loch Kishorn. Storage, warehousing,
logistics, shipping services and craneage are also available at Kishorn Port.
The recent investments at Kishorn has been assisted with financial support
from HIE and the Scottish Government’s Decommissioning Challenge Fund
(DCF).
KPL also plan in the near future to provide tours with members of the
local community and local school children from the Kishorn, Lochcarron,
Plockton and surrounding areas – to show the younger generation the
fantastic history behind the site.
Alasdair Ferguson commented, following the event: “We believe the day
was a great success. The feedback has been excellent, and we have already
fielded a number of further new enquiries. We welcome the opportunity
to work with the oil and gas industry on decommissioning, rig reactivation
and extension of life projects that they may have now and in the future.”
kishornport.co.uk
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DECOMMISSIONING THE LEADON
FIELD: A MILESTONE FOR SUBSEA
CONSTRUCTION VESSELS

BUILDING OF RECYCLING PLANT
IN DELFZIJL STARTS AFTER
COMPLETION OF FINANCING

This summer, Maersk Inventor mobilised to the Leadon
field for the next phase of the Janice, James and Leadon
decommissioning project. Maersk Supply Service is providing
the decommissioning of the three fields to Total E&P UK as an
integrated solution.

The Dutch company Purified Metal Company has completed
the financing for the construction of a state-of-the-art factory
that recycles contaminated steel scrap into a high-quality raw
material for the steel industry. This removes pollution and saves
150,000 tons of CO2 per year compared to the production of
steel from iron ore. This CO2 saving corresponds to the annual
emissions of 45,000 passenger cars. The company expects that
the factory will be operational by July 2020 at the latest.
Delfzijl, 12 July 2018. A consortium of public and private parties
invests in the construction of a factory to close the value chain
for contaminated steel scrap. It is with great pleasure that Purified
Metal Company can now immediately start construction in Delfzijl,
province of Groningen.

It has been 18 years since a Maersk Supply Service vessel first visited
the Leadon field to support the installation of subsea infrastructure
back in 2000, including towing 4.2km of bundle pipe. The 2018
offshore campaign involved cutting these bundles and recovering
the field’s mid-line structure and towhead.
“At up to 51 inches in diameter, this is the first time that bundles
of this size have ever been cut. The lift of the 26m-long South
towhead, weighing 260 tonnes and having no traditional lifting
points, not only represents Maersk Supply Service’s heaviest lift to
date, but also the first time such a structure has been lifted and
recovered by a subsea construction vessel,” says Project Manager
Philip Crighton.
Maersk Inventor, one of Maersk Supply Service’s new I-class subsea
support vessels was the main asset employed for the operation. The
vessel’s 400 tonne active heave-compensated crane and 1,850m²
deck space was utilised to recover and transport the large subsea
structures.
“The successful result is a milestone for our track record of delivering
turn-key solutions including engineering, supply chain and project
management for the decommissioning market,” says Head of
Integrated Solutions Olivier Trouvé.
maersksupplyservice.com

The existing shareholders, Jansen Recycling Group from Dordrecht,
active in metal recycling and involved from the start of Purified
Metal Company as an investor, and the three founders Nathalie van
de Poel, Jan Henk Wijma and Bert Bult have received reinforcements.
NIBC Bank, NV NOM (Investment and Development Company for
the Northern region of the Netherlands) and the GROEIfonds of the
Economic Board Groningen are now stepping up as shareholders.
BNG Bank and Rabobank “Utrecht and omstreken” complete
the financing. Purified Metal Company makes further use of the
“Regionale Investeringssteun Groningen” (RIG) performed by the
Province of Groningen and the Energy Transition and Financing
Facility (GO-ETFF) of the National Government carried out by BNG
Bank and NIA (the Dutch Investment Agency). EY Transaction
Advisory Services was closely involved in the realization of the
transaction.
Director and co-founder, Jan Henk Wijma, is very pleased with the
realisation of the financing: “It was an intensive process to connect
the right parties to our plan for a circular solution for contaminated
steel. But ultimately our approach, the cooperation with leading
parties, the innovative process and the comprehensive business
case were decisive. Now the recycling of contaminated steel scrap
from, for example, trains, industrial installations, buildings and oil rigs
can actually be realized. This contaminated steel scrap is still being
dumped in landfills. I am very grateful for the confidence shown by
all parties that participate directly and indirectly in Purified Metal
Company. “
Purified Metal Company has already received all necessary permits
for the construction of the recycling facility. The renowned German
engineering company Küttner GmbH & Co. from Essen and Visser &
Smit Bouw, part of VolkerWessels, will build the innovative factory
turnkey and transfer the facility to Purified Metal Company in July
2020. The end of May this year the company has already announced
the collaboration with Renewi for the collection and safe transport
to the factory of severely contaminated steel scrap.

purifiedmetal.com
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NEW MOVEMENT RESTRAINING
TECHNOLOGY PREPARES BRENT
BRAVO FOR TOPSIDE LIFT IN 2019

THAI DELEGATION VISITS
UNIVERSITY ON DECOMMISSIONING
FACT-FINDING MISSION

Following the successful single lift of the 24,000 tonne Brent
Delta topside in 2017, Shell’s Brent Decommissioning team has
been working hard to prepare the giant Brent Bravo platform
for its topside removal, currently scheduled for 2019.

A group of delegates from Thailand has visited the University
of Aberdeen as part of a joint project that aims to strengthen
decommissioning expertise in the country.

Like Delta, Bravo has three
massive, steel- reinforced
concrete legs, each around
12 metres in diameter, which
need to be cut, and the
topside held securely in place,
before Allseas’ Pioneering
Spirit single lift vessel can
remove the 24,500 tonne
topside from the structure.

The nine delegates, including representatives from the Thai
Government, Chulalongkorn University, and Unithai Shipyard &
Engineering Ltd - spent several days in Aberdeen as they learned
about the University’s expertise in the sector.
As well as meeting with academics and representatives of the
regulator, OPRED, in Aberdeen, the delegation also met with
colleagues from the Oil and Gas Technology Centre and visited John
Lawrie Group, experts in metal recycling and decommissioning.
They ended their working visit with a trip to Shetland to Peterson’s
decommissioning yard where the Buchan Alpha is being dismantled.

But where Delta employed
unique, 35 tonne, circular
steel sheer restraints,
attached to each of the inside of the platform’s legs to
strengthen and stabilise the structures after cutting the legs,
Bravo is using an innovative technique involving removing
concrete cylindrical cores from the legs, and fitting specially
designed steel ‘shear keys’ into the spaces left from the coring.
Project Manager Ron Themsen explains the engineering
challenge and complexity facing the team: ‘We reviewed our
experiences from the Delta topside removal, which was the
world’s heaviest offshore single lift, and have made a series of
changes to the design of the lifting points, the leg cutting and
the shear restraints for Bravo. Working closely with lifting partner
Allseas and engineering specialist Arup, the team developed an
ingenious solution for restraining the legs, involving the drilling
of 8 holes in the leg - each 400mm in diameter and 840mm long
- cutting the reinforced concrete with diamond wire through the
shear key slots, and inserting shear keys to hold the structures in
place and avoid any lateral movement’. Excellent collaboration
between Shell, Allseas, execution specialist Proserv and Brent
engineering contract provider Wood, made sure the execution
method was well prepared before carrying the scope safely and
efficiently offshore.
This new engineering solution for Bravo represents a stepchange in efficiency and execution, requiring 80% less steel,
and 20% less offshore manhours - which critically reduces the
offshore safety risk exposure - and reducing costs by around 50%
compared to Delta.
Before any work was conducted offshore there was an
extensive programme of trials and preparation, which included:
developing the internal and external leg clearance scopes;
onshore coring and cutting trials; identifying the core locations;
and cutting and shear key installation trials. This was essential to
ensure the team could safely and successfully execute the work
offshore, and prove the new methodology.
shell.co.uk

The knowledge-sharing partnership will help strengthen two
of Chulalongkorn University’s research institutes, while allowing
the University of Aberdeen to gain knowledge of specific
decommissioning issues in the South Asia region and increase its
visibility.
Professor Richard Neilson, from the University’s School of Engineering,
said: “As the host of the new National Decommissioning Centre, and
the first and only University in the world to offer a master’s degree in
the subject, Aberdeen is well placed to provide support to partners
keen to develop their expertise in the area.
“Thailand is an emerging market for offshore decommissioning, which
the Thai Department of Mineral Resources has estimated could be
worth up to $9 billion to the Thai economy in the next 20 years.
“There is an increasing demand for skills and expertise to help
develop the sector, so the overall aim of this project is to develop a
research roadmap that reflects industry needs in the area of waste
management from offshore decommissioning.
“This project will contribute significantly to economic development
and welfare of the country, and will be used as springboard for longterm collaboration and cutting-edge research innovation.”
abdn.ac.uk
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ARPS PLAYS KEY ROLE IN OVERWHELMING
DECOMMISSIONING SUCCESS
In Q2 2018, the BW Offshore-owned Berge Helene FPSO left Mauritanian Waters
after the successful disconnection and demobilisation (D&D) of the facility.

ZPMC - A NEW AND
PROFESSIONAL PLAYER
IN THE FIELD OF
DECOMMISSIONING

One of the major challenges faced in-field whilst executing the D&D scope was the
removal of NORM (Naturally Occurring Radioactive Material) contamination from the
FPSO’s process and cargo systems, where Aberdeen Radiation Protection Services
(ARPS) proved to be a vital contributor throughout the project.

With the wide varieties of offshore assets,
ZPMC is well placed to offer efficient and
competitive solution for decommissioning to
oil and gas company.

ARPS provided on and offshore radiation protection and radioactive waste advice
to BWO, offshore NORM surveys, and preparation of the necessary documentation,
enabling the FPSO to move from its operating location to a shipyard in the Far East for
refit.
After the cessation of production in December 2017, ARPS had an almost continuous
presence onboard Berge Helene, from Q1 of 2018, to provide advice on, and verification
of the NORM cleaning activities, which encompassed pipework, tanks, vessels and
other associated equipment, carried out by the onboard cleaning crew.
The scope and extent of the NORM decontamination carried out was vast, with the
FPSO being cleaned as far as reasonably practicable to background levels.
ARPS Director Matt Brodie, said: “We are proud to have been involved in such a complex
operation with ARPS personnel playing a key role in its success.”
ARPS has played a vital role in oil and gas decommissioning projects in the UK, Europe,
West Africa and South America, where the handling and disposal of NORM and sealed
sources has been a key consideration for operators.

aberdeenradiation.co.uk

Zhen Hua 30, which is the latest and largest
capacity mono-hull heavy lift vessel (HLV) in
the world, was delivered in April 2016. With a
proven lifting capacity of 12,000t, Zhen Hua 30
provides ample HLV contingency and flexibility in
the lifting options for jackets, wellhead platform
and subsea assets during decommissioning. The
vessel can be operated at both shallow water and
deep-water area with high redundancy, classed
as dynamic positioning 2. In addition, ZPMC
will leverage the 2000t heavy lift vessel, Mount
2000, and the ocean-going fleet of more than 30
vessels, including DPII semi-submersible vessel,
deck carriers and barges.
In order to build up the capability to offer the
entire decommissioning scope, ZPMC-OTL Marine
Contractor Limited (ZPMC) was established in
April, 2015 as a joint venture between ZPMC and
OffshoreTech LLC (OTL). OTL has vast experience
with heavy marine transportation, offshore
installation via float-over or heavy-lift, highend offshore engineering consulting as well as
the deep-water jacket design. ZPMC benefit
from both the assets and experiences of parent
company. In the past years, ZPMC has
entered the qualified subcontractor list of world
leading oil and gas companies and has submit a
tender for decommissioning operation for Shell,
Exxon Mobil and etc.

zpmc.com
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Book your place today!
26 – 28 November 2018
Fairmont Hotel,
St Andrews, Scotland
The conference will build upon previous sell-out events
and will encompass numerous keynote sessions all
focused on the latest decommissioning updates, trends and
case studies. The event will bring a wide spectrum of oil and
gas companies into one room; small supply chain companies,
contractors and many of the large operators.
Attending this annual event will allow you to:
• Update your knowledge and learn from industry leaders
and key stakeholders
• Take part in an excellent business development and networking opportunity,
engaging with 500+ industry professionals
Join us at the conference which will follow a welcome drinks reception on the evening of
26 November and will incorporate a gala dinner on the evening of 27 November.

offshoredecommissioningconference.co.uk

Jointly organised by

and
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EVENTS UPDATE

Offshore Decommissioning Conference 2018

Monday 26 November 2018 – Wednesday 28 November 2018
Fairmont Hotel, St Andrews

Run jointly with Oil & Gas UK, the key objective of the conference is to bring a wide spectrum of oil
and gas companies into one room; small supply chain companies, contractors and many of the large
operators. Previous conferences have shown attendees to be actively involved; willing to contribute and
discuss the challenges and opportunities associated with offshore oil and gas decommissioning in an
open and engaging atmosphere.
Attending this annual event will allow delegates to:
• Update their knowledge and learn from industry leaders and key stakeholders
• Take part in an excellent business development and networking opportunity, engaging with 450+
industry professionals, including at the welcome reception and conference dinner
Delegate and accommodation bookings will open on Thursday 23 August 2018.

Bitesize Decom Events

Decom North Sea Bitesize Decom Events have a strong focus on the latest late-life and
decommissioning updates, upcoming plans and opportunities from operators and
contractors and key case studies.
“Bitesize Decom” events will provide the opportunity for members to
maximise their networking with key players from across the decommissioning sector
and Decom North Sea will continue to organise the popular facilitated introductions for
our member companies

NEXT EVENT

30 JAN
AN
2019
9

The January 2019 Bitesize Decom event will contain presentations from Aberdeen Harbour Board,
Schlumberger with more to be confirmed

Save the Date

Bitesize Decom (March 2019) – Date TBC
Decom North Sea Awards 2019 – Tuesday 28 May 2019
Decom Offshore 2019 – Wednesday 29 May 2019

Workshops

Decom North Sea runs a series of workshops focused on key topics surrounding the late life and
decommissioning sector.
For full details, please visit www.decomnorthsea.com or contact events@decomnorthsea.com

Opportunities to Get Involved with
Future Decom North Sea Events

Members of Decom North Sea are encouraged to contact the Decom North Sea Executive Team to discuss
the various opportunities available to get involved with our events programme, such as hosting a member
spotlight event, presenting at a Bitesize Decom event or one of our conferences. This is an excellent
opportunity to raise your company’s profile to key players within the decommissioning sector.
Please contact events@decomnorthsea.com for details
Please visit www.decomnorthsea.com for the most up to date details of all of our events
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MEMBER LIST
ABB Consulting
Damen Shipyards Gorinchem
Aberdeen Harbour Board
DECO (Diving, Engineering &
Aberdeen Radiation Protection Consultancy Office )
Services Limited
Deep C Intervention UK Ltd
Aberdeenshire Council
Deepocean
ABLE UK Ltd
DeltaLifter Technologies AS
Abmas Engineering Limited
Dentons UKMEA LLP (previously
Abnormal Load Engineering Ltd MMS)
(ABN) ALE
Derrick Services (UK) Limited
Acteon Field Life Services Ltd
DNV GL Limited
Advanced Forming Research
DOF Subsea (formerly CSL)
Centre
Dräger Marine and Offshore
AECOM E&C UK Limited
DSM Demolition Limited
Aeon Geoscience Systems
Dundee Decommissioning Ltd
AF Decom Offshore
DWD Consulting (Aberdeen) Ltd
Aggreko UK Ltd
(formerly Firmamentum Ltd)
Aker Solutions
ECITB (Eng Construction
Alba Power Limited
Industry Training Board)
Allseas Group S.A.
Ecosse Intellectual Property (EIP)
Altrad Services (formerly Cape Ecy Haulmark Limited
Industrial Svs Ltd)
Embark Consulting Limited
Ampelmann
Empire HR
Amphibious Energy BV
Endeavour Energy UK Ltd
Apex Industrial Chemicals Ltd
Endicon Ltd
Apollo Offshore Engineering
Energy Dundee (formerly
Aqualis Offshore UK Limited
Dundee Renewables)
Ardent
Eni Hewett Ltd
Ardersier Port Decommissioning Enpro Subsea
Limited
EnviroCentre
Ardyne Technologies Ltd
Enviros
(formerly Eclipse Intervention
Eric Faulds Associates Ltd
Systems)
ERM
Arup
Ethos Environmental Ltd
ASCO Group Limited (previously EverSea NV
- Enviroco Ltd)
Evoke IT Limited
Atkins Ltd
Evolved Solutions
Atlas Copco Rental
Exceed (Holdings) Ltd
Attollo Offshore Ltd.
Expro North Sea Ltd
Aubin Group
EY
Augean North Sea Services
Engie Fabricom UK Limited
Limited
Fairfield Energy Limited
Avanteq Limited
Faroe Petroleum (UK) Ltd
Babcock Marine Rosyth
Fife Council
Baillex Limited
First Subsea Ltd
Baker Hughes, a GE company
FIS Chemicals LTD
Bernhard Schulte Offshore
Fletcher Offshore Services Ltd GmbH
unlikely to renew 2019
Bibby Offshore
Flowline Specialists Ltd
Bilfinger Salamis UK Limited
Fluid Control Service AS
BiSN Oil Tools Ltd
Foro Energy
Blade Energy Partners
Forth Ports Limited
Blue Ocean Monitoring Ltd
FP Offshore Services (NI) Ltd
Blue Water Energy LLP
Fraser Well Management
BMT Cordah Ltd
(formerly Acona Uk Ltd)
BOC UK Ltd
Frazer - Nash Consultancy
Boskalis Offshore
Fugro GB Marine Limited
Bow Terminal
GA Drilling
BP (invoice Craig International) Gardline Limited
Brand Energy & Infrastructure
GCE NODE
Services
GCG Shotblasting Svs Ltd
Bridon-Bekaert Ropes Group
Genesis GmbH
Brimmond Group
Glacier Energy Services Holdings
Broekman Eemshaven Services Ltd
BV
Global Maritime
Brown and Mason Ltd
GreySellsGlobal Ltd
Brown and May Marine Ltd
Gulf Marine Services UK Limited
Bureau Veritas UK Ltd
Gulfstream Services Int UK Ltd
Cadherent
Hawk Enviro Ltd
Centrifuges Un-limited
Heerema Marine Contractors
Centurion Group Holdings
Helix Oilfield Services
Limited
Helix Well Ops (UK) Ltd
CessCon Decom AS
Hess Norge AS
Chevron North Sea Ltd
Hiretech Limited
China Ocean Engineering
Hydratight Ltd
Shanghai Co (COES)
HydraWell Intervention AS
CHUBB Services UK Limited
IHC IQIP
(formerly ACE European Group) IKM Testing UK Ltd
Clean Transition BV
Imenco
Clear Solutions International
Ineos Breagh (formerly DEA UK)
Limited
Innovo Engineering &
Clearwater Fire Solutions
Construction Ltd
Booth Welsh (Clough UK
Intecsea
Limited)
Inter Terminals Immingham
CMC Limited
Limited
CNOOC Offshore Engineering Co Inuktun Europe Ltd
Ltd (COOEC)
iPS Powerful People
CNR Int (UK) Ltd
ITC Hydraulic Services Ltd
Comhairle nan Eilean Siar
James Fisher Marine Services Ltd
Conoco Phillips
(formerly Hughes Sub Surface
Control Cutter AS
Engineering Ltd)
Costain Upstream Limited
James Fisher Offshore Ltd
CRF Consultants Limited
JBS Group (Scotland) Ltd
Cut UK Ltd
JEE Ltd
Cyberhawk Innovations
John Lawrie (Aberdeen) Ltd
D3 Consulting
Jumbo Offshore VoF

Jumpstart Ltd
JX Nippon Exploration &
Production (U.K.) Limited
Karen Seath Solutions
KCA DEUTAG Drilling Ltd
KDC
Kiltie Pipeline Technology Ltd
Kishorn Port Ltd
Kufpec KSC
Laslett International Limited
Lee Energy Systems
Lerwick Port Authority
Load Monitoring Systems
LOC Group Ltd
Lucion Marine
Mactech Europe Ltd
Macushla Enterprises Ltd
Maersk Decom A/S
Maersk Supply Service
Malin Marine Consultants
(Aberdeen) Ltd
Marex Marine and Risk
Consultancy
Marine Scotland Science
McKinsey Oil & Gas Practice,
EMEA
Messiah Corporation Ltd
Met Office
Mintra Training Portal Ltd
Motive Offshore Group Ltd
MPI Offshore BV
Mwaves Ltd
Neil O’Donnell Safety Solutions
Ltd
N-Ergise (formerly ACN Offshore
Ltd)
Nexen Petroleum U.K Ltd
Nixon Energy Ltd
Nordic Chemical Solutions
Norsea Group (UK) Ltd
Northern Asbestos
Northern Offshore UK Ltd
NRC Environmental Services UK
Limited (formerly Sureclean)
NRG Well Management Ltd
N-Sea Offshore
NXG Cutting and Abandonment
Limited
Ocean Installer Ltd
Ocean Kinetics Ltd
Ocean Power Technologies, Inc
Oceaneering International
Offshore Decommissioning
Services Ltd
Offshore Design Engineering Ltd
Offshore Marine Management
Oil States Barrow
Oil Technics Ltd
Oil Mach
OOS International bv
OSBIT Ltd
Paragon Offshore (Netherlands)
B.V.
Pareto Shipbrokers (formerly
Derrick Offshore Ltd)
PD PORTS
Perenco UK Ltd
Peterson ( UK ) Ltd
Petro Well Services AS (formerly
West Oil Tools Well Svs Ltd)
Petrofac
PetroHorizon Sdn Bhd
Petromall Ltd
Pipelines 2 Data (P2D) Ltd
Pipetech Operations LTD
Port of Blyth
Pipedec Ltd
Port of Cromarty Firth
Port of Frederikshavn
Power Towers Limited
Premier Oil Plc
Prodrill Energy Resource
Solutions
Project Development Int (Pdi)
Ltd
Proserv
PSE Kinsale Energy Limited
Purified Metal Company
R M Easdale & Company Limited
R.U.M Consultancy Ltd
Ramboll Environ UK Limited
REDA Oilfield UK Ltd
Restrata Solutions Limited
RGU
Rig Masters Pte Limited

Rigmar Services Ltd
Risquest Safety Consultants Ltd
RLG International Ltd
RockRose Energy (formerly
Idemitsu Petroleum UK)
Romar Int Ltd
Rotech Subsea Limited
RPS HSED
RSK
RUCO Limited
Sagro
Samson Rope
Sanccus Ltd
Santane Limited
Schlumberger - SMITH Services
Scotoil Services Ltd
Scottish Association for Marine
Science (SAMS)
Seafox Contractors BV (Seafox
5 BV)
Seajacks UK Ltd
Sealand Projects Limited
Seaway Heavy Lifting
Sentinel Subsea Ltd
SFF Services Ltd
Shell UK Ltd
Siccar Point Energy Ltd
Simmons International
Spirit Energy (previously
Centrica)
Spiritus Development Limited
Squibb Group Ltd
SSE E&P UK Ltd
Stork
Subsea 7
Subsea Initiatives Ltd
Swire Blue Ocean
Systems Engineering &
Assessment Ltd (SEA)
Taqa Bratani Ltd
Targe Environmental Consulting
Ltd
Tatha Offshore Ltd
Texo Drone Survey & Inspection
(UKCS) Limited
The Offshore Partners B.V.
ThinJack Ltd
ThinkEng
Thomas Muir ( Rosyth) Ltd
Thompsons of Prudhoe Ltd
Tinne Consultants Ltd
TIOS TechnipFMC Island Offshore
Subsea (UK) Limited (previosly
Island Offshore Subsea UK)
Total E&P UK Ltd
Total Safety
Triton Marine & Engineering
Consultants
TS Shipping OÜ
Turner & Townsend Energy Ltd
Unasys Limited
Underwater Cutting Solutions
Universal Pegasus Int (UK) Ltd
University of Aberdeen
University of Southampton
Utility ROV Services Limited
Valent Applications Ltd
Van Heck
Veolia Environmental Svs
Wellcem AS
Well-Safe Solutions
Westerton (UK) Limited
Westlord Associates UK
WeSubsea
Wild Well Control (formerly
Superior - Wild Well Energy
Services Ltd)
Wilhelm Borchert GmbH
Willis Towers Watson
Womble Bond Dickinson (UK)
LLP
Wood Group UK Limited
Woodside Energy Ltd
Worley Parsons (previously
AMEC Foster Wheeler)
XODUS Group
Zenith Energy Ltd
ZPMC UK ltd
ZynQ 360 Limited

NEW MEMBERS AS OF 01/11/18

AS OF 01/11/18

To find out more about the benefits of becoming a Decom North Sea member, please contact
info@decomnorthsea.com
Brown and Mason Ltd		
Ecosse Intellectual Property
Heerema Marine Contractors
Load Monitoring Systems Ltd
NRG Well Management Ltd
RUCO Limited		
WeSubsea		
Thompsons of Prudhoe Ltd
Maersk Decom A/S		

STRATEGIC PARTNERS
Department for Business, Energy &
Industrial Strategy
East of London Energy Group (EEEGR)
EBN
EIC
Highlands & Islands Ent. (Shetland)
International Association of Drilling
Contractors
International Well Control Forum
IRO (The Netherlands)
NOF Energy
Offshore Energy DK
OGIC
Oil & Gas Authority
Oil & Gas UK
OPITO
Scottish Enterprise
SEPA
Society of Petroleum Engineers
Subsea UK
The Oil & Gas Technology Centre
The Society for Underwater Technology
(SUT)
Zero Waste Scotland
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